Resident Scholarship Program

**Class of 2012**
Palliative care education – Gabrielle Berger
Evaluating the impact of the VA Palliative Care Curriculum – Brook Calton
Pain in REACH cohort – Sara Jeevanjee
HPV subtypes and cervical disease in Zimbabwe – Colleen Lynch
Smoking association in SACC – Erica Mak
GIB/ADE with SSRI and warfarin – Gene Quinn
Predictors of MRSA Pneumonia at SFGH – Darcy Wooten
Hospital readmissions for General Medicine Patients – Rebecca Wylie
Evaluating the effectiveness of the SBIRT curriculum – Rebecca Wylie

**Class of 2013**
Improving the Chronic Care Clinic – Mai-Khanh Bui-Duy
Anal HPV in India – Daniel Chrobak
Use of Tablet Computers to Optimize Low Back Pain Management – David Hamel
Attitudes & Knowledge of DM in Oaxaca, Mexico – Sondra (Sonny) Miles
STD Screening Among Adolescents in Bayview Hunters Point – Jacqueline Newton
Primary Care Follow-up after complications of pregnancy – Gail Pokorney
Systematic Review of Motivational Interviewing in Primary Care – Tamika Smith
HIV/Public Health (SF DPH) – Robin Tittle
Environmental impact on CV health – Jesse Turner

**Class of 2014**
Effect of Smoking Ban in Casinos – Jeffrey Hom
Curriculum development and evaluation on falls in the Elderly – Claire Larson
Interpersonal Violence Screening in SFGH ED population – Aliza Norwood
eReferral Evaluation – Maria Otto
Evaluating the implementation of the Healer’s Art curriculum – Sarah Patterson
Costs of alcohol related admissions to SFGH – Timothy Poore
Biomarkers to predict TB/HIV co-infection in Uganda – Colin Scibetta
Communication about Advance Directives between Outpatient/Inpatient Physicians – Shilpa Shah
Screening for TB and diabetes patients – Alanna Stone
Effect of Brief Substance Abuse Intervention at SFGH – Natalie Young

**Class of 2015**
Creation of online dermatology curriculum – Amy Chen
Benzodiazepine use in clinic – Maria Fan
PCP Communication at Discharge – Kelly Fung
Evaluating the Bridges Curriculum / Cost Curriculum – Talia Kahn
Healer’s Art Curriculum – Sarah Knish
Technology/International Interventions in Rural Health – Mitchell Luu
Interprofessional Teamwork Curriculum Evaluation; Feedback – Jennifer Mandal
Cystatin C in Asian population; HCM of Chronic Opiate Users – Heidi Schmidt
Hepatitis B Follow-up – APEX – Leslie Sheu
Class of 2016:
Quality improvement project to improve use of after-visit patient instructions - Laura Cantino
Develop and study a Resident Injection Clinic at DGIM - Jenny Cohen
Assess factors linked to adherence to care among HIV+ persons – Jenny Cohen
Study the transfer of clinical information of new primary care patients - Jessica Hohman
Survey of residency graduates on careers in primary care - Irina Kryzhanovskaya
Analyze psychiatry e-consults at UCSF - Maggie Lowenstein
Patient perspective of lung cancer screening – Maggie Lowenstein
Develop and study a medical student curriculum on electronic/phone communication - Alexandra Ristow
Association of patient education and adherence to diabetes screening - Greg Summerville
Improve the experience of geriatric patients with cardiac rehab - Chris Vercammen-Grandjean
Implementation of a hospital-based care transitions manager in an ACO - Lindsey Wu

List of Resident Scholar Program Didactic Topics:

Introductory Session:
Handbook, Goals/Expectations + Mentoring
Getting Started/ + Progress Reports by R3s
CHR Application Process-Nuts and Bolts
Qualitative Research Methods
Pub Med/Endnote Talk
Writing an Abstract
Making a Poster
Collecting Data-Survey Development